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What is System X2?
System X2 is a mathematically based football (soccer)
forecasting service that operates in leagues all over the
world all year round. It works by using specialised algorithms to analyse various aspects of form on a continuous
basis to deliver up predictions in those leagues.
It specialises in predicting away wins or draws – i.e. the
home team to drop points. These predictions are referred
to as ‘picks’.
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the away win or the draw

The system has a success rate consistently over 70%.
The unique difference between the system and every other forecasting service on the internet is that
the system does not forecast the result of every game taking place in a given league on a given date.
Picks are generated by the result of the mathematical analysis.
Typically the system will produce between 15 and 30 picks a week and the 70%+ success rate applies
only to those picks. In this way SX2 hugely reduces the number of games you have to pick from on
any given date. Once a pick is included the system makes no further prediction of the likelihood of
one outcome (e.g. the away win) over the other (e.g. the draw) but does give you a further indication
of form using the 3-star rating system (see below).
There are 2 internet sites—a desktop site (for PC’s, laptops & tablets) and a mobile one (for all
smartphones)

Ways of using System X2?
You can use the system in 3 main ways:
To increase the potential return on a bet SX2 recommends betting in accumulators – doubles, trebles
or fourfolds. There are 3 main ways you can bet accumulators using system picks:
1.

Back both of the outcomes in several picks as doubles, trebles or fourfolds. This is the most
likely to bring a return as you’ll be backing both the away win and the draw in your double, treble or fourfold.

2.

Use your own judgement to decide which of the two outcomes forecast (in each of the picks)
have, in your opinion, the better chance of success and back just that outcome as a traditional
double, treble or fourfold.

3.

Mix it up – back both outcomes in one or more of the picks and use your judgement to back
just one outcome in one or more picks in a mixed double, treble or fourfold (e.g. back both
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outcomes in Match A and double that with just one
of the outcomes in Match B to make an SX2 mixed
double).
See the examples below, which all use the same two
matches:
Brest v Dijon Draw @ 23/10, Away win @ 23/17
MK Dons v Brighton Draw @23/10, Away win @ 11/10

Resources
To help you SX2 provides 4 main tools – the Archive of system picks for all active leagues, the 3 star
rating system, the Returns Calculator & the Leagues Summary.

The Archive
You can use the SX2 archive to check out the previous record of a given team within the picks.
That is to say, how a given team has fared for any other time it’s been selected as a pick, either as
the home team (i.e. forecast to drop points at home) or as the away team (i.e. forecast to pick up

points away from home). The Archive is fully searchable.
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The 3-star rating system
SX2 offers an indication of the form analysis of a given pick using a 3-star rating system. There are two
3-star ratings for picks, both of which compare the form of the home team with the form of the away
team. The first is an indication using a comparison between both teams overall form for the current
season, the second an indication using a comparison between both teams recent form for the season.
(NB the number of matches involved in calculating the second indication is an SX2 secret and varies
from league to league)

The Returns Calculator
The Returns Calculator can be used to calculate what the returns will be on your accumulator, depending on which of the outcomes in a given pick turn out to be correct.
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The Leagues Summary
SX2 provides an ongoing constantly updated summary of the current success rate of every league being
picked from, showing both overall success rate and last 14 days success rate. This will give you a much
better idea of how things are currently running with the system picks. Subscribers will also get access to
statistical analysis of the leagues in the free picks section.

The Naps Competition
Being a subscriber means you can also take part in the ongoing naps competitions—SX2’s own version of
“virtual” betting where you choose 2 picks per week from the list and, depending on success, accumulate
“virtual” winnings to compete with all other SX2 subscribers.
The competitions run all year round including a year-long one and carry various prizes
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